LOANER VEHICLE AGREEMENT
In consideration for using a loaner vehicle of James M. Shukys, DBA: Jimyz Automotive, 
I, __________________________________________agree that:























I will fill the tank with gas before returning the loaner vehicle and present the receipt to
James M. Shukys, DBA: Jimyz Automotive, or if no fuel receipt is presented that a fuel
surcharge will be assessed to my service bill in the amount of $20.00. 
I understand that my auto insurance policy will be the primary coverage.
I understand that the liability coverage provided to be secondary coverage only. In the
event that the customer’s coverage does not exist, James M. Shukys, DBA: Jimyz
Automotive provides only the coverage specified by law and only in amounts equal to the
minimum limits required by the motor vehicle financial responsibility laws of the state of
Ohio or other jurisdiction in which the vehicle is used.
I am over 25 years of age.
I will return the loaner vehicle when notified that the repairs are completed.
I acknowledge receipt of the above-specified vehicle in good and safe mechanical
condition and agree to return the specified vehicle in the same condition as received,
ordinary wear and tear excluded.
While operating said vehicle, I will not permit more than four passengers.
I will not engage in any race or any speed test or contest.
I will not use the vehicle for towing, pushing or hauling.
I will require all passengers to use the appropriate restraint devices as required by law.
I will be the only operator of the specified vehicle.
I understand that there is no physical damage insurance coverage provided by the dealer,
so therefore I agree to pay for any damage my insurance does not cover to be decided by
an average method of three body shops.
I will not smoke, eat, drink or allow any of these items in the loaner vehicle.
I will not allow pets in the loaner vehicle.
I will keep the interior of the vehicle clean of trash.
I understand that I am responsible for any and all vehicle violations, parking tickets,
parking lot occurrences, etc. during the dates that I have the vehicle.
I authorize James M. Shukys, DBA: Jimyz Automotive to use the credit card listed
below if any of the above mentioned charges apply.

Loaner Vehicle assignment(TBD by Jimyz)

ORANGE

GRAY

Customer Name_____________________________________________________
Street Address________________________________________________________
City_____________________________State___________Zip_______________
Drivers License #_________________________________


Insurance Company_______________________________Policy Number__________________


Credit Card Information (please circle one)
VISA

MC

DISCOVER

AMEX



ACCT #___________________________________ EXP DATE___________ V CODE______

Customer
Signature____________________________________________Date_____________

James M. Shukys, DBA: Jimyz Automotive
_____________________________________________________________Date_____________

